
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

List the top 3 -4 services in your salon

 

Create Your Own Service Mix:

______________________
______________________
______________________

List the services you complete some of the time

 

______________________
______________________
______________________

List your least completed services
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STEP 1: ANALYZE YOUR SALES TREND
Once you know the percentage of your back bar inventory it's time to dig into your sales
trends. While it's important to keep track of your bills and expenses, you must be growth-
minded and growth-driven. 

The key thing you need to do is to pull reports a minimum of 3 months back to review your
performance. Once you have the reports in front of you, you want to investigate which
services you are consistently doing over a long period, which services you are sometimes
doing and which services you almost never do. Once you have that broken down, I suggest
bringing that information to your team, this creates a collaborative environment and will
help you to your solution. 

HOT TIP: Encourage ideas from your team to increase the services performed. 

How do I become growth-minded and
growth-driven? 
It all starts by looking at your sales and
embracing the power of the data. Your sales
trends will help create your service mix, which
is the percentage of each service as a
percentage of total sales.  See graphic.
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STEP 3: GIVE SALES A BOOST
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You need to stop emotional discounting and help other stylists in your salon from emotional
discounting. It's hard, so here are a few tips: 

Sit down with the stylist on your team and have a conversation to understand
why they continue to give emotional discounts to their clients. 

Have a conversation with the stylist about the impact it’s having on cash flow and
how it's lowering your profit percentage. You must shift their thinking. 

Show the stylist the reports from the past 90 days to illustrate to them where
they are discounting and how much they could have had in their pocket. 

It is essential to educate all stylists in your salon on the impacts emotional discounting is
having on the business and on themselves. When they can visually see the profit number
they could have had, it will incite them to act differently, think differently and therefore
charge the right prices. When you charge less than, it brings less money into the business;
consequently, lowering your profit potential and hurting the health of your business. You
must show your stylist the impact emotional discounting!

Emotional Discounting: the feeling in your stomach when you just
want to help someone out, or you're scared of the price so you deduct
$$$ from the final price.

STEP 2: ENFORCE PROPER PRICING

Enforcing proper pricing means that the price of the service is actually being charged in full.
Hands up if you’ve ever emotionally discounted a client?

Let's Work Through an Example Using Your Top Service

Services cost = $100

Discounted charge = $80

Profit loss = $20/day 

90 Day Profit Loss = $1200

Services cost = $______

Discounted charge = $______

Profit loss = Service - Discount = $______/day 

90 Day Profit Loss = $______ 

3 keys areas that will boost and drive your business include: 

Add on Sales

You want to start your day off in the salon by looking at each client that's booked in and
think about what you know about them and their lifestyle. What would be the most
optimum look and feel and health for their lifestyle? Add-on sales are going to happen
because you took the time to make a plan. Recommendations that come from the heart and
make the most sense will drive sales and support your back bar. 



Did they love it?

How are the products performing on their hair?

How can you improve it?

Make A List Of Questions You Want To Ask In Every Consultation?
.
.
.
.
.

Raise Your Prices

The first step to help determine whether you should increase your prices and what prices
you should increase is to dive into the sale trends. You cannot just increase your prices by
$10 across the board. You must analyze your data to see which service is in high demand.
You can then raise the price more aggressively for these services because clients will not
second guess the price. 
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STEP 4: STRENGTHEN YOUR CONSULTATION 

Promotions 

Promotions are critical, however they should not be the first thing you resort to. They have
to be strategic and well thought out. You must first analyze the trends, enforce proper
pricing, create plans for your guests that drive into the consultation and then promotions.
Promotions are designed to give you a quick boost in sales.

Every client deserves a thorough consultation, not just brand new clients. You must have a
systematic approach that you take each guest through during a consultation. Every time a
client visits, you must check-in and discuss your work from the previous session:

You are the expert. You are the educator. It is your commitment to educating your guest on
how their hair is performing, and what you can do to improve their style that will lead them
to love the final look.

You must use the consultations to find out what your clients love. Dial into their emotions
and use your expertise to create a style you know they will love. Take ownership of the
consultation, have a plan, and take the time to think about what will benefit your client and
stand by those recommendations. 
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Do you constantly have lots of extra treatment? Or wanting to clear out part of a color line to
make space for a new one? Do a limited time discount on a specific product. For example: 

"This week only get 20% off your toner during any color service"

"This week add on a treatment to your service and 50% off the regular"



Back Bar Percentage =

Back Bar Percentage =

Let's Calculate Your Back Bar Percentage

Your sales number for the last 3 months: $___________

Total $ amount of Back Bar Products ordered the last 3 months: $___________

Back Bar Inventory Purchases

Total Service Sales
= 5-10%

=
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There have been many technological advancements within our industry that will support you
in getting the right information in your hands in real-time. SalonScale gives you insights into
what is moving through your back bar allowing you to have more control of your expenses to
maximize your profitability. Utilizing SalonScale allows you to make mindful choices about
what is going on in your business. When you sign up for SalonScale all your information will
be tracked for you in real time and this includes: 

SalonScale's order feature will help you get a back bar inventory percentage between 5-10%
of total service sales. The SalonScale app will track products used as you are mixing and
offers a suggested re-order amount based on how much you actually used. SalonScale will
enable you to be more efficient, and enable you to increase sales and profits. This in turn 
 gives you more confidence.  SalonScale will reinforce the previous 4 steps discussed in
order to see long term results. 

SUMMARY 
When it comes to managing your back bar inventory, you need to have the right tools and
resources to retrieve the data in real-time so that can make educated decisions instead of
guessing based on your emotions. We know we need to hit a budget percentage between 5-
10% of total service sales. To ensure your back bar percentage stays between 5-10% you
must analyze your sales trends, give sales a boost, make sure you're enforcing proper
pricing, strengthen and improve your consultations, and track your back bar inventory using
SalonScale. 

STEP 5: LOWER BACK BAR PERCENTAGE, INCREASE PROFITS 
To lower your back bar percentage and increase your profit, you must be tracking your
performance on a daily, weekly and monthly basis. As well as looking at the overall picture of
your profit, loss and cash flow management. Your back bar percentage should be
between 5-10% of total service sales.
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Every client's formula

Stylist usage reports

Ordering reports

Product Reports

Client Reports


